
                  
 

  

  

       

     

 

    

   

 

   

    

   

   

  

 

   

   

 

     

      

 

    

    

 

    

    

    

  

     

  

                

        

Action Phonics 

Purpose: To teach children beginning sound-letter relationships. 

Materials: Action Phonics Cards (large cards with a capital and lowercase letter on one side and the “action 

word” on the other side of the card) 

Description: 

•	 Action Phonics teaches the beginning letter- and letter combination-sound associations through physical 

actions or movements that begin with the targeted sound. 

•	 Beginning and struggling readers often have difficulty committing letters and sounds to their permanent 

memories. Teaching these sounds through Action Phonics requires students to move their bodies, which 

serves to strengthen students’ memories of the letters and sounds. 

•	 After students have learned the Action Phonics letters and their associated movements, teachers can 

expect to frequently observe the children making the actions at their seats as they try to read or spell 

words on their own. 

Procedures: 

1.	 Select the Action Phonics cards to be taught (usually 1 or 2 per week for kindergartners and 2-4 for first 

graders). 

2.	 Begin an Action Phonics lesson by conducting a quick review of all the previously learned consonants, 

actions, and sounds. 

3.	 Then introduce the new initial consonant with its accompanying movement and sound. 

4.	 When you raise the card overhead, the children perform the designated action. When you lower the 

card, this is the signal for the children to stop or “freeze”. Raise and lower the same card several times 

before moving on to the next card, giving the children multiple opportunities to practice. 

5.	 Before moving on to the next card, it is helpful to periodically remind the children how Action Phonics 

can help readers solve unknown words. Your explicit language can empower children to begin to 

employ this first-letter decoding strategy as a means of independently solving unknown words. So, for 

example, you might say: 

“Let’s say when you are reading later on today, you come to a tricky word that begins with this letter 

(point to the Action Phonics card). Since you know Action Phonics, you may be able to figure out the 

word all by yourself. When we do not know a word, sometimes it helps if we can get our mouths ready 

for the beginning sound. To help you to get your mouth ready for the beginning sound, you can think 

about our Action Phonics cards. Thinking of the action that goes along with the letter will help you to 

get your mouth ready for the first sound. Let’s practice getting our mouths ready for this one right now.” 
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Actions for Action Phonics
 

Bb bounce br breathe 

Cc catch bl blow, blink 

Dd dance cr crawl, cry 

Ff fall cl climb 

Gg gallop dr drive 

Hh hop, hum fl fly 

Jj jump fr frown 

Kk kick gl glare, glue 

Ll lick gr grab 

Mm march pl plant 

Nn nod pr print 

Pp paint, pat sw swallow 

Qq quiet sk skate, skip 

Rr run, rip sl sleep 

Ss sit sm smile 

Tt talk sp spin 

Vv vacuum st stand still, stop 

Ww walk, wiggle tr trip 

Yy yawn, yell tw twist 

Zz zip 

ch cheer 

sh shiver, shout 

th think 

wh whistle 
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